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Understanding overheating
This summer may have been
something of a disappointment,
but there have been occasional
days reaching almost 30°C which
serve as a reminder that the
UK does sometimes heat up.

While homes have historically been
relatively unaffected by periods of
high external temperatures, there is
a growing concern that new homes
are at risk of overheating. As we
believe that climate change will
lead to higher peak temperatures,
this is an issue that we need to
engage with now and take seriously.
Launched on 9 July, the
NHBC Foundation publication
Understanding overheating: where
to start – an introduction for house
builders and designers explores
the phenomenon of overheating,
providing timely guidance to house
builders and designers, explaining
simply and clearly the key aspects
of design and specification that
they should consider to avoid future
problems in their new homes.
More information on this guide can
be found on page 4. 
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Notes from the
editor
Welcome to issue 6 of Foundation Facts,
our second issue of 2012, providing
further insight into the recent research
and guidance published by NHBC
Foundation.
In April, NHBC Foundation
co-hosted a debate with the
All Party Parliamentary Group on
Sustainable Housing entitled ‘More Homes,
Greener Homes: How do we deliver the homes
people want and need’. Since this debate, recent
media headlines have been dominated by the
subjects of housing and also by fuel poverty,
so it is timely that further research by NHBC
Foundation and the Zero Carbon Hub points to
new homes saving substantial amounts on utility
bills. More information on this can be found on
page 3.

In this issue we dedicate pages 4 and 5
to the new phenomenon of overheating and
present a case study of a dwelling in an urban
setting with ventilation issues. This subject has
been very topical in recent weeks, and has
received quite a lot of coverage in the trade
press and online.
We also review our recent research published in
The use of recycled and secondary materials in
residential construction, Energy efficient fixed
appliances and building control systems and
Low and zero carbon homes: understanding the
performance challenge.
The next issue of Foundation Facts is
scheduled for March 2013, so in the
meantime please ensure you check the
website www.nhbcfoundation.org regularly,
sign up for our monthly e-newsletter
(see opposite), or visit our blog at
http://nhbcfoundation.blogspot.com. We
are also on Twitter @nhbcfoundation. We
are always looking for ways to make this
newsletter more informative, so welcome
feedback and comments via our email address
info@nhbcfoundation.org 
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Ecobuild and Greenbuild
Expo 2012 review
Ecobuild was held at London ExCel on 20–22 March this year.
NHBC Foundation featured for the first time, disseminating the
latest research reports to key contacts across sustainable design,
construction and the built environment. Feedback from Ecobuild
delegates was positive, with much interest shown in the report
Today’s attitudes to low and zero carbon homes, Part L 2010:
where to start and Part F 2010: where to start.
Greenbuild Expo, 9–10 May, took place at Manchester Central
(formerly GMEX). Greenbuild Expo provided an ideal opportunity
to link up with key contacts across sustainable building from the
north of England and Scotland. Our stand was located close to
the Zero Carbon Hub,
the benefit of which
was our ability to
cross-promote joint
publications such
as the Zero carbon
compendium 2011
and Low and zero
carbon homes:
understanding
the performance
challenge.
Plans for events
in 2013 are
underway and,
once confirmed,
will be featured
on the media centre of the
NHBC Foundation website. 

Are you
receiving the
Foundation
e-bulletin?
Our monthly e-newsletter is packed with
information on new and forthcoming
research, with direct links through to the
publications. It also looks at recent posts to
our blog and Twitter, keeping you up to date
with what’s going on.
To ensure you get your copy every month,
please register at www.nhbcfoundation.org
and make sure you don’t check the box to opt-out. 
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Savings to be made in
energy efficient, new-build
homes
The cost of household energy bills typically are around
140% more than eight years ago, according to research
conducted in May 2012 by comparison service USwitch.
Add to this the continued economic uncertainty in the
UK and European markets, combined with the squeeze
on household finances, and the result is a focus on
maximising value in heating and running costs of property.
In February 2012, NHBC Foundation published an
independent study into attitudes towards low and zero
carbon homes to aid understanding about energy
efficiency and renewable technologies. The report,
Today’s attitudes to low and zero carbon homes,
included for the first time responses directly from people
who are currently living in low and zero carbon homes. It
revealed that 68% of those living in highly energy efficient
homes are satisfied or very satisfied with their energy
bills, compared to only 39% of occupiers of existing
homes. These figures suggest a broad acceptance that
those living in new-build low and zero carbon homes
are benefitting financially from the energy efficiency
compared to those living in older homes.
Since the publication of this research, NHBC Foundation
has worked with the Zero Carbon Hub to further develop
this model. The two organisations calculated and charted
the indicative energy savings that could potentially be
achieved by living in different types of energy efficient
new home compared to an upgraded Victorian home.
This latest research found that living in today’s low or

zero carbon home could create annual savings of around
55% on gas and electricity spending, which represents
over £1300 in today’s market. Looking ahead, it found
that annual savings could be around £1875, which would
represent a 79% saving in 2016, when further Government
zero carbon home construction targets come into effect.
Clearly, these figures demonstrate that occupier gas and
electricity bills could be significantly reduced by living in
today’s new homes over the long term.
Not only does this latest study from NHBC Foundation
and the Zero Carbon Hub offer important guidance for
future new home buyers, but the calculations represent
an important step in better communicating the benefits
of new homes. However, it is important to note that the
savings outlined are only indicative and not guaranteed.
These two research studies have demonstrated that,
in recent years, consumers have become much more
concerned about household running costs in the homes
they currently live in and that this is increasingly forming
part of the search criteria when looking for a new home.
With energy bills on the rise, the house-building industry
focus should now be on educating consumers about the
potential savings that can be made by choosing energy
efficient, new-build homes.
More information and a downloadable copy of
the infographic shown below can be found at
www.nhbcfoundation.org/newbuildcostsavings 

Annual Household Energy Spend

4-bed
Detached
house

£2,379

£1,067

£504

3-bed
Semidetached
house

£1,621

£781

£361

£1,388

£746

£405

£915

£489

£346

3-bed
Mid-terrace
house
1-bed
Ground
floor flat

Victorian

with modern day improvements

New Build

built to 2010 regulations

Indicative costs and savings calculated using Zero Carbon Hub house types modelled in NHER Plan
Assessor 5.3/5.4 (SAP2009) with projected energy costs taken from DECC published figures.

Future

2016 aspirations

Housing research in partnership with BRE Trust
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Overheating – the next
consideration for energy
efficient homes
As the industry progresses towards the Government’s
Solar g
a
heat in ins pass thro
2016 zero carbon target, improved energy efficiency
u
ternal
spaces gh the glass
and
standards for new homes have required much change.
Materials and construction methods have moved on, and today’s
new homes are built with more thermal insulation and to a higher standard of
airtightness than ever before. This means they deliver warmth, comfort and energy savings
in the winter, but there is a growing concern that highly insulated, airtight homes could be at
an increased risk of overheating during the summer.
When it does occur, overheating is
likely to be caused by a combination
of factors, including heat being
trapped by higher performance
double glazing and extra heat being
generated in the home by additional
domestic appliances and building
services. The increased insulation
and airtightness mean that the heat
is less likely to be dissipated, and
the problems may be exacerbated
in urban areas due to the amount of
paving and hard landscaping that
surrounds homes and heats up the
incoming ventilation air.
It is hard to judge exactly how
common a problem overheating is
– how many homes are affected and
to what extent? Mostly, overheating

will be short term during periods of
hot weather and any discomfort is
soon forgotten when cooler weather
returns. But for some people,
especially vulnerable elderly or
infirm people, there can be a risk to
health and so the issue should not
be dismissed. And it is likely that the
risk of overheating will become a
growing consideration in the future,
particularly if, as expected, climate
change leads to hotter spells.
This summer, NHBC Foundation
published a new guide –
Understanding overheating: where
to start – to introduce the housebuilding industry to this relatively
new issue. Exploring the main factors
causing overheating, and identifying

One house type rotated through different orientations will behave differently
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practical design and specification
changes that can help reduce it, the
guide also explores the important
factor of consumer understanding
and interaction with new homes.
We consider a few of these aspects
in this article and draw on one of
the seven case studies used in the
guide, offering an actual example of
a home in which problems have been
encountered.
The location of a site and the
arrangement of buildings have a
significant bearing on the likelihood
of overheating: it is widely understood
that the orientation of windows
will affect the extent of solar gain.
However, what may be less obvious
is that occupants’ ability to open
their windows will be impacted by
security and noise concerns in urban
areas. The extent to which rapid,
purge ventilation can be achieved in
practice will depend on the window
design, and if occupants cannot throw
open their windows and purge the
hot internal air effectively, homes will
stay hotter for longer periods than
they need to.
Certain design and specification
changes can go some way in helping
to reduce the risk of overheating.
In addition to making sure that
good ventilation is provided, the
use of solar shading devices such
as shutters, awnings and blinds can
deliver further benefit. Thermal mass
– the ability of building materials to
store heat – can be another useful
tool, as long as adequate ventilation
is provided.
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Strategies for reducing the risk of overheating in
homes, however, also require the understanding
and participation of occupants. Some measures
can only be effective if people know how to use
them – and remember to do so – and so there
is a role for good information and guidance.
Encouraging behaviour change in this way will
help to reduce the likelihood of occupants
buying and using air conditioning units,
which only add to fuel consumption and CO2
emissions, contrary to the purpose of an energy
efficient home.
As climate change continues and spring and
summer temperatures look set to increase over
the coming years, overheating is something
house builders and homeowners need to
have greater awareness of. Good design, with
features used effectively by occupants, needs to
make sure homes of the future are both energy
efficient and comfortable all year round.
A copy of the guide is available to
download at www.nhbcfoundation.org/
understandingoverheating 

Even homes with
MVHR should allow
for opening windows
for the removal of
heat

Heat loss through
building fabric due
to lower levels of
insulation

MVHR

Understanding overheating: where to start features seven case
studies. They demonstrate the challenges of solving overheating
problems that do arise and provide a useful reminder of what
must be avoided. We share one below.

Overheating was observed in a predominantly north- and
east-facing flat in an 11-storey development, located in an
urban area close to a busy elevated road. The building fabric
is well insulated with low thermal mass due to lightweight
internal walls and
suspended ceilings.
This corner apartment
with large unshaded
windows was
intended to be
naturally ventilated.
Due to its proximity
to the road, its
air supply was
supplemented
by means of
ducted vents in the ceiling along
with intermittent extract fans in the kitchen and
bathroom. The bottom-hung windows were designed to be
openable to allow for purge ventilation, but were fitted with
restrictors.
The floor-to-ceiling glazing admits large amounts of sunlight
during the day, with the only means of heat expulsion being
through the windows. The restrictors, however, limited their
opening to 100 mm, due to which the panels could not extend
beyond the window reveal, making the effective opening area
very small. The proximity to the busy road made it difficult for
the windows to be left open overnight for effective night-time
ventilation. In addition to this, the background ventilation
grilles did not provide adequate air supply to remove the
built-up heat.

1
2

Increased
insulation in
new homes
limits heat
losses and
gains through
the building
fabric

Case study

Cross-ventilation is most effective when windows are located
on opposite façades, which is not possible in this case.
Additionally, the night purge
strategy could not be effectively
used due to the location of the
flat and design of windows.

1
4

3

1

2
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Latest research from NHBC Foundation

Understanding the performance challenge
The ‘CO2 performance gap’ can be simply defined as where the energy consumption of
an occupied home is greater than its designer predicted (which in turn means its CO2
emissions will also be higher than predicted). There appears to be a growing body of
research evidence that new housing is failing to deliver the anticipated levels of CO2
emissions, thereby creating a performance gap.
NHBC Foundation recently published research into
the performance gap in Low and zero carbon homes:
understanding the performance challenge. The report
looks at the potential causes of the performance gap,
and ways in which these causes can be mitigated.

In principle there are ways to mitigate the effect of each
of the possible causes, and it is likely in practice that
by applying a combination of solutions, a significant
reduction in the size and extent of the performance gap
could be achieved.

There is relatively little understanding in the wider
industry of what might be causing the performance
gap, and it is clear that there are many possible causes.
There is a temptation across the house-building industry
to arbitrarily blame one of these possible causes, but
it would help our understanding of the performance
gap, and improve our ability to reduce its size, if a more
systematic approach were taken to deciding which of the
causes are really responsible, and to what extent.

Without routine testing and monitoring of completed
homes there is no way of determining the true extent of
the performance gap in the mass market, either in terms
of its size or how widespread the problem is. A greater
emphasis on testing and monitoring will enable us to
diagnose the gap, systematically determine which of the
many possible causes are to blame, develop solutions
and feed back the learnings to the house-building
industry.

Among the potential causes of under-performance are
the following key issues:

As a result, predictions would be more accurate and the
homes will be higher quality, closing the performance
gap from both ends and helping to reduce the UK’s CO2
emissions accordingly.

 Is the assessment model that was used to make

the prediction accurate enough, and has it been
correctly implemented in the software used by the
designer?
 Is the model’s input data correct (and if not, is that

because of unrealistic conventions or because of
user error)?
 Is the design overly complex, presenting

unreasonable challenges to the construction
team on site?
 Are there fundamental construction quality

and skills issues?
 Do the building materials and M&E systems

perform as well in practice as laboratory tests
predict?
 Do changes in specifications during

manufacture or construction get communicated
back to the designer (and vice versa)?
 Are the post-construction tests and checks

appropriate and adequate?
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A copy of the report is available to download at
www.nhbcfoundation.org/performancechallenge 
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New technologies could offer significant CO2
emissions reduction in new homes
Primary research carried out by
NHBC Foundation and published in
Energy efficient fixed appliances and
building control systems shows that
automated electrical shutdown could
reduce household CO2 emissions by
almost one-fifth. The conclusions of
the research showed that removing
power from all non-essential
electrical items, termed ‘whole house
shutdown’, offered the greatest CO2
savings of 19%.

Whole house shutdown refers to a
system that allows the occupants of
a home to conveniently and reliably
turn off the power to non-essential
electrical items while they sleep or
leave the house. The report also
identifies individual socket shutdown
units and waste water heat recovery as
the other technologies that can offer
significant CO2 reductions of 16% and
almost 7% respectively.
Produced following discussions and
scoping with a wide group of industry
stakeholders, the research presents
an objective view of the likely
technologies that could influence a
reduction in energy consumption and
associated CO2 emissions for a
typical home built in 2016. From a
shortlist of nine technologies
meriting further assessment, the
report concludes that solutions

addressing electricity use currently
offer the greatest potential emission
reductions, but the other
technologies assessed also show
some positive results and should not
be discounted.
Previous research carried out by
NHBC Foundation in early 2012
found that occupiers often struggle
to understand terminology associated
with zero carbon homes and the
term ‘whole house shutdown’ may
appear to them both daunting and
a little misleading. If this technology
is to be widely adopted from 2016,
the industry may need to consider a
consumer-friendly alternative.
A copy of the report is available to
download at www.nhbcfoundation.
org/energyefficientfixedappliances 

Aggregates increasingly contributing
to the sustainability agenda
The UK currently uses more recycled
and secondary aggregates than
any other EU country, and their use
is predicted to increase in coming
years. Current estimates stand at
21% of recycled and 3% of secondary
materials being used in residential
construction. While the use of
recycled materials is currently seven
times higher, availability of secondary
materials is expected to increase and
the imbalance looks set to change.
As a follow-up to the two-part BRE
Digest 522 Hardcore for supporting
ground floors of buildings, sponsored
by NHBC and published in 2011,
NHBC Foundation has recently
published The use of recycled and
secondary materials in residential

construction. This new and
supplementary guide provides a
detailed overview for specifiers,
builders and developers into the
two types of material, their sources,
availability and applications, to ensure
correct and appropriate use.
There are a number of potential
advantages for the industry of using
recycled and secondary aggregates.
In addition to the environmental
and social benefits, house builders
can take advantage of the credits
available under category 3 of the
Code for Sustainable Homes, as
well as the potential cost savings
in reduced transport or haulage of
aggregate to site, and reduced waste
disposal costs of existing materials.

The guide
provides an overview of potential
issues, pitfalls and lessons learned
from three case studies around the
UK. It also details guidance and
information on codes, protocols,
standards and controls available from
other organisations, as this is usually
quite widely dispersed and not easily
accessible.
A copy of the guide is available to
download at www.nhbcfoundation.
org/recycledmaterials 
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Board

Research projects being
published soon
The following research projects are ongoing and due to be published in the
forthcoming months (please note these are working titles and may change
prior to publication):
 Building homes at speed: risks and rewards

Rt. Hon. Nick Raynsford MP
Chairman

 Lessons from the German PassivHaus experience

Dr Peter Bonfield
Chief Executive, BRE Group

 Review of overheating in highly insulated homes
 Impact of airtightness on indoor air quality

Professor John Burland CBE
Imperial College, London

 Review of methodologies required for the building co-heating test.

For more information on research underway and due for publication, please
visit www.nhbcfoundation.org/researchinprogress

Richard Hill
Executive Director, Programmes
and Deputy Chief Executive,
Homes and Communities Agency

New format for NF publications coming
soon to NHBC Foundation website

Neil Jefferson
Chief Executive, Zero Carbon
Hub and Executive Director,
NHBC

During Q4, NF publications on the NHBC Foundation website will be
converted into zmags format. This web-based technology will transform the
research into a dynamic, interactive experience – allowing the reader to view,
turn the page and print.

Rod MacEachrane
NHBC Director (retired)
Robin Nicholson
Senior Partner, Edward Cullinan
Architects

The publications will also be available to download in the existing PDF
format, and printed copies are available on request.

Geoff Pearce
Group Director of Development
and Asset Management, East
Thames Group

Please keep visiting the website for further information on the zmags launch
date.

David Pretty CBE
Former Chief Executive,
Barratt Developments PLC

www.nhbcfoundation.org			

Professor Steve Wilcox
Centre for Housing Policy,
University of York

Visit the NHBC blog at http://nhbcfoundation.blogspot.com
Follow us on Twitter @nhbcfoundation
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